INTRODUCTION
Let F be a number field. For an odd prime number p, let (F n ) n 0 be the tower of number fields such that F ∞ = ∪ n F n is the Z p -cyclotomic extension and Gal(F n /F ) ≃ Z/p n Z (see §1.1).
Let A be an abelian variety defined over F . By Mordell-Weil's theorem, the groups A(F n ) of F n -rational points of A are finitely generated abelian groups [Mum85, Appendix II]. One may wonder how these groups vary as n varies.
To study the asymptotic growth of their ranks, a strategy (developed by Mazur [Maz72] ) goes as follows . One studies the structure as a Z p [[Gal(F ∞ /F )]]-module of the Selmer group Sel p (A/F ∞ ) (see §2.2), as well as its relation to the Selmer groups Sel p (A/F n ) over F n through Galois descent. One then deduces information about the rational points via the exact sequence
where X p (A/F n ) is the p-primary component of the Tate-Shafarevitch group of A over F n . When A has good ordinary reduction at primes above p, the Pontryagin dual of Sel p (A/F ∞ ) is conjectured to be a torsion Z p [[Gal(F ∞ /F )]]-module (proved by Kato when A is an elliptic curve defined over Q and F /Q is an abelian extension). Under this conjecture, Mazur's control theorem on the Selmer groups implies that the rank of the Mordell-Weil group A(F n ) is bounded independently of n.
However, this approach does not work without the ordinarity assumption. Firstly, Mazur's control theorem does not hold. Secondly, the Pontryagin dual of the Selmer group Sel p (A/F ∞ ) is no longer expected to be a torsion Z p [[Gal(F ∞ /F )]]-module. In the case where A is an elliptic curve with a p = 0 and F = Q, Kobayashi [Kob03] defined two modified Selmer groups (often referred as plus and minus Selmer groups in the literature) and proved that they do satisfy the two aforementioned properties, namely the cotorsioness over an appropriate Iwasawa algebra and a control theorem à la Mazur. As a consequence, one deduces that the rank of the Mordell-Weil group A(F n ) is bounded independently of n. See [Kob03, Corollary 10.2]. Alternatively, it is possible to deduce the same result using Kato's Euler system in [Kat04] and Rohrlich's non-vanishing results on the complex L-values of A in [Roh84] . See the discussion after Theorems 1.19 and 1.20 in [Gre01] .
We note that a different approach was developed by Perrin-Riou [PR90, §6] to study the Mordell-Weil ranks of an elliptic curve with supersingular reduction and a p = 0. She showed that when a certain algebraic p-adic L-function is non-zero and does not vanish at the trivial character, then the Mordell-Weil ranks of the elliptic curve over F n are bounded independently of n. Kim [Kim18] as well as Im and Kim [IK17] have generalized this method to abelian varieties which can have mixed reduction types at primes above p. Furthermore, unlike the present article, they did not assume that p is unramified in F . Following Perrin-Riou's construction, Im and Kim defined certain algebraic p-adic L-functions and showed that when these are non-zero, then the Mordell-Weil ranks of the abelian variety over F n are bounded by certain explicit polynomials in n.
The goal of the present article is study the Mordell-Weil ranks of an abelian variety A over F n under the assumptions that p is unramified in F and that A is supersingular at all primes of F above p. We make use of the signed Selmer groups developed by Büyükboduk and the first named author in [BL17] (see §2.1 for a review of their constructions; these Selmer groups generalize Kobayashi's plus and minus Selmer groups). Our main result is the following.
Theorem (Theorem 3.2). Assume that the Pontryagin dual of one of the signed Selmer groups of A over F ∞ is a torsion Z p [[Gal(F ∞ /F )]]-module, then the rank of the Mordell-Weil group A(F n ) is bounded as n varies.
As opposed to the ordinary case, we do not have a direct relation between the signed Selmer groups and the Mordell-Weil group as in the exact sequence (1). However, we may nonetheless obtain information about the Selmer groups Sel p (A/F n ) from the signed Selmer groups via the Poitou-Tate exact sequence and some calculations in multilinear algebra.
Finally, we recall that Kobayashi's plus and minus Selmer groups have been generalized to elliptic curves with supersingular reduction at p and a p = 0 by Sprung [Spr12] . Furthermore, as shown in [Spr13] , these Selmer groups can be used to study the growth of the Tate-Shafarevitch group of an elliptic curve over F n as n grows, generalizing the results of Kobayashi in [Kob03, §10] . At present, we do not know how to generalize this to abelian varieties since we do not have any explicit description of the action of the Frobenius operator on Dieudonné module attached to A. This prevents us from carrying out the explicit matrix calculations in [Spr13] in this setting.
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SUPERSINGULAR ABELIAN VARIETIES AND COLEMAN MAPS
In this section, we set some notations and review results of [BL17] that we shall need.
1.1. Cyclotomic extension and Iwasawa algebra. Fix forever an odd prime p and a number field F unramified at p. We also fix F an algebraic closure of F and let
Let µ p n be the group of p n -th roots of unity in F for every n 1 and
] for all character η on ∆.
1.2. Supersingular abelian varieties. From now on, we fix a g-dimensional abelian variety A defined over F with good supersingular reduction at every prime of F dividing p. For all n 1, we write A[p n ] for the group of p n -torsion points in A(F ) and
Hodge-Tate weights 0 and 1, both with multiplicity g. Finally, we denote by A ∨ the dual abelian variety of A.
Lemma 1.1. For any prime v of F dividing p and w a prime of F (µ p ∞ ) above v, the torsion part of A(F (µ p ∞ ) w ) is finite and the group A(F ∞,w ) has no p-torsion (where we denote again by w the prime of F ∞ below w).
Proof. The first statement is a theorem of Imai [Ima75] .
Let k F v be the residual field of F v . By [Maz72, Lemma 5.11], the reduction map induces an isomorphism of the p-torsion points in A(F v ) with the p-torsion points in A(k F v ). Since A is supersingular at v, this latter group is trivial. Therefore, A(F v ) has no p-torsion. Furthermore, since Γ v = Gal(F ∞,w /F v ) ≃ Z p is a pro-p group, A(F ∞,w ) has no p-torsion.
Iwasawa cohomology.
Let v be a non-archimedean prime of F and w a prime of F ∞ dividing v. We set v n to be the prime of F n below w. For i 0, the projective limit of the Galois cohomology groups H i (F n,v n , T ) relative to the corestriction maps is denoted by H i
Proposition 1.2.
(1) The groups H i
We shall need a precise relation between the Iwasawa cohomology groups and the Galois cohomology groups at level F n .
Lemma 1.3. Assume that v divides p. The natural projection map
Proof. It is enough to check that the corestriction map
is surjective for all n 0. By Tate's local duality, it is equivalent to check that the restriction map
is injective for any n 0. By the inflation-restriction exact sequence, the kernel of the restriction map is
). By Lemma 1.1, the last group is trivial, hence the result.
Recall that, for any n 0, one has the Kummer map
which is injective. We denote by π n the composition of π n with the natural surjection H 1 (F n,v n , T ) → H 1 (F n,v n , T )/A(F n,v n ) ⊗ Z p .
Corollary 1.4. Assume that v divides p. The induced map
is injective.
Proof. Consider the induced map on the exterior algebras over Z p [[Γ ]]
∧π n :
. By functoriality, we have Ker ∧π n+1 ⊂ Ker ∧π n and Ker lim ← − ∧π n = ∩ n Ker ∧π n . Since the projection map is surjective by Lemma 1.3, the induced map on the exterior algebras ∧π n is surjective and its kernel is the sub-module of H 1 Iw (F v , T ) generated by the kernel of π n [Bou70, A.III., §7.2, Proposition 3]. But ∩ n Ker π n is zero, since there is no "universal norms" for supersingular abelian varieties over the cyclotomic Z p -extension which is well known (see [CG96, Theorem 5.2]).
Coleman maps.
Let v be a prime of F dividing p. As a G F v -representation, T admits a Dieudonné module D cris,v (T ) [Ber04] , which is a free F v -module of rank 2g equipped with a Frobenius after tensoring by Q p and a filtration of F v -modules (Fil i D cris,v (T )) i∈Z such that
Let w be a prime of F (µ p ∞ ) dividing v. For i 0, we will denote by H i Iw,cyc (F v , T ) the projective limit of H i (F (µ p n ) v n , T ) relative to the corestriction maps.
We set
Lemma 1.5 ([BL17, Proposition 2.21]). For all subsets I
v of {1, . . . , 2g f v }, the rank of H 1 Iw,cyc (F v , T )/ Ker Col T,I v over Λ is |I v |.
SELMER GROUPS
In this section, we introduce various Selmer groups associated to A ∨ , gather some of their properties that we shall need and finish by using the Poitou-Tate exact sequence to relate them to one another. Let v be a prime of F dividing p and w a prime of F (µ p ∞ ) above v. We define
to be the orthogonal complement of Ker Col T,I v under Tate's local pairing
is a finite p-group by Lemma 1.1 and the order of ∆ is p−1, the groups H 1 (∆, A ∨ [p ∞ ](F (µ p ∞ ) w )) and H 2 (∆, A ∨ [p ∞ ](F (µ p ∞ ) w )) are trivial. Therefore, by the inflation-restriction exact sequence, the restriction map
is an isomorphism. We use this isomorphism to define H 1
The I -Selmer group of A ∨ over F ∞ is then defined by
Remark 2.1. When F = Q and A is an elliptic curve with a p = 0, for an appropriate choice of basis for the Dieudonné module of T , the signed Selmer groups coincide with Kobayashi [Kob03] plus and minus Selmer groups.
We denote by I (A ∨ /F ∞ ) the Pontryagin dual of Sel I (A ∨ /F ∞ ). As in [Kob03] , we have the following conjecture.
Conjecture 2.2. For all
When A is an elliptic curve defined over Q, Conjecture 2.2 is known to be true (c.f. [Kob03, Spr12] ). See also [LLZ10] where a similar conjecture has been proved for modular forms.
p-Selmer groups.
The p-Selmer group of A ∨ over an algebraic extension K of F is defined by
is the Kummer map. Note that A ∨ (K v )⊗Q p /Z p = 0 when v does not divide p. Furthermore, the orthognal complement of A ∨ (K v ) ⊗ Q p /Z p under Tate's local pairing
The p-Selmer group then fits into a short exact sequence
where X(A ∨ /K) is the Tate-Shafarevich group of A ∨ over K. We denote by p (A ∨ /K) the Pontryagin dual of Sel I (A ∨ /K).
Fine Selmer groups.
The fine Selmer group of A ∨ over an algebraic extension K of F is defined by
We denote by 0 (A ∨ /K) its Pontryagin dual. One has a "control theorem" for the fine Selmer groups in the cyclotomic extension, which we prove following closely Greenberg [Gre99, §3] and [Gre03] .
Lemma 2.3. The kernel and cokernel of the restriction map
Sel 0 (A ∨ /F n ) → Sel 0 (A ∨ /F ∞ ) Γ n are finite and have bounded orders as n varies.
One has the inflation-restriction exact sequence
By Lemma 1.1, the groups H 1 (Γ n ,
Thus, the central vertical map of the diagram is an isomorphism. We now study the rightmost vertical map prime by prime. Let v be any prime of F and v n be any prime of F n above v. Let r n be the restriction map
where w is any prime of F ∞ dividing v n . If v is archimedean, then v splits completely in F ∞ /F . Thus, Ker(r n ) = 0. If v is a non-archimedean prime, by the inflation-restriction exact sequence
By Lemma 1.1, if v divides p, this last group is trival. We assume that v does not divide p. Then v is unramified and finitely decomposed in F ∞ . Thus, F ∞,w /F v is an unramified Z p -extension. Let γ v n be a topological generator of Γ v n . Then
As a group A ∨ (F ∞,w )[p ∞ ] ≃ (Q p /Z p ) t × (a finite group), for some 0 t 2g. Since A ∨ (F n,v n ) is finitely generated, the kernel of (γ v n − 1) acting on A ∨ (F ∞,w )[p ∞ ] is finite. Thus, the restriction of (γ v n − 1) on the maximal divisible subgroup which we write (A ∨ (F ∞,w )[p ∞ ]) div is surjective and we have
Therefore, the cardinality of Ker(r n ) is bounded by
which is independent of n. Furthermore, if A ∨ has good reduction at v, then the inertia subgroup of G F v acts trivially and A ∨ (F ∞,w )[p ∞ ] is divisible. Hence, Ker(r n ) is trivial. Now the set of non-archimedean primes of F where A ∨ has bad reduction is finite and for each of these primes, the order of Ker(r n ) is bounded as n varies and the number of primes v n of F n dividing v is also bounded, hence, the order of the kernel of the right-most vertical map in the diagram is bounded as n varies.
We conclude by applying the snake lemma to the diagram (3).
2.4. Poitou-Tate exact sequences. Let Σ be a finite set of primes of F containing the primes dividing p, the archimedean primes and the primes of bad reduction of A ∨ . If K is an extension of F , we say by abuse that a prime of K is in Σ if it divides an element of Σ and we denote by K Σ the maximal extension of K unramified outside Σ. The cyclotomic extension F (µ p ∞ ) is contained in F Σ since only archimedean primes and primes dividing p can ramify in F (µ p ∞ ). Furthermore, the action of G F on A ∨ [p ∞ ] factorizes through Gal(F Σ /F ). In particular, for F ′ any extension of F contained in F ∞ and * ∈ {p, 0, I }, we have that Sel * (A ∨ /F ′ ) ⊂ H 1 (F Σ /F ′ , A ∨ [p ∞ ]). Therefore, all the Pontryagin duals * (A ∨ [p ∞ ]/F ∞ ) are finitely generated Z p [[Γ ]]-modules (see [Gre89] ).
For i 0, let H i Iw,Σ (F, T ) be the projective limit of the groups H i (F Σ /F n , T ) relative to the corestriction maps. By [PR00, Proposition A.3.2], we have the exact sequences 0 → 0 (A ∨ /F ∞ ) → H 2 Iw,Σ (F, T ) → Remark 3.3. We shall see in the proof of the theorem that it is in fact sufficient to assume that Conjecture 2.2 holds for a single I ∈ .
